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Cover. Seismic data volume of the east South Miami Heights three-dimensional seismic survey, including a time-structure map of the seismic horizon O3 as the top surface and a time-structure map of seismic horizon O1 as the base. Seismic horizons O3 and O1 are seismic sequence boundaries.
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Abstract

Two three-dimensional seismic surveys totaling 3.4 square miles were acquired in southeastern Miami-Dade County during 2015 as part of an ongoing broad regional investigation by the U.S. Geological Survey, in cooperation with the Miami-Dade Water and Sewer Department, that includes mapping and karst characterization of the Floridan aquifer system in southeastern Florida. Twenty columniform seismic-sag structures were identified in the three-dimensional seismic data acquired at the South Miami Heights study area in Miami-Dade County, Florida. The seismic-sag structures are commonly composed of a lower and upper seismic facies, where the lower facies is interpreted to be a high permeability column-shaped volume of intense karstification composed of faults, fractures, and collapsed caves, and the upper facies is interpreted to be a lower permeability column-shaped volume composed of sagging suprastratal reflections having little or no faulting, fracturing, or caves. The seismic-sag structures are columniform karst-collapse structures that formed by cave collapse or stoping (upward void migration caused primarily by the mechanical process of ceiling collapse) or both in carbonate rocks of the early Eocene Oldsmar Formation and in some cases in the lowermost part of the middle Eocene Avon Park Formation. Columniform subsidence and sagging of overburden succeeded karst collapse in the lower part of the structures. At the study area, there may be relatively higher potential for the columniform karst-collapse structures to provide cross-formational fluid migration upward from the Boulder Zone into the lower part of middle confining unit 2 as compared to a lower potential for cross-formational fluid migration from the upper part of middle confining unit 2 upward to the Upper Floridan aquifer.

Introduction

The disposal of treated wastewater in southern Florida (fig. 1) began in 1971 through deep-well injection of treated wastewater into a highly transmissive, saline, nonpotable zone, called the Boulder Zone, near the base of the Floridan aquifer system (fig. 2; Meyer, 1974, 1989). Since the 1990s, the treated wastewater injected into the Boulder Zone at two treated wastewater injection utilities in Miami-Dade County has been detected in an overlying brackish water interval of the upper part of the Floridan aquifer system designated as a potential alternative source of drinking water (Maliva and others, 2007; Dausman and others, 2010; Walsh and Price, 2010). This evidence for the upward movement of treated wastewater at these two Miami-Dade County wastewater disposal utilities underscores the importance of understanding the process of upward cross-formational fluid flow and identifying fluid pathways plausibly connecting the Boulder Zone to the brackish Upper Floridan aquifer of the Floridan aquifer system (fig. 2).

As part of a broad, regional hydrogeologic investigation of the Floridan aquifer system, the U.S. Geological Survey, in cooperation with Miami-Dade Water and Sewer Department, is investigating the hydrogeologic structure and characterization of karst at a proposed water-supply project to be sourced from the Biscayne aquifer (Fish and Stewart, 1991) and the Upper Floridan aquifer (fig. 2; Miller, 1986) at South Miami Heights in southeastern Miami-Dade County (fig. 1). To investigate potential for cross-formational fluid flow, two three-dimensional (3D) seismic surveys conducted over a surface area of 3.4 square miles (mi²) were acquired in the proposed water-supply project area (fig. 1) during June–August 2015. The seismic reflection data indicate the potential for upward cross-formational flow of nonpotable
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Figure 1. A, southern peninsular Florida and, B, the west and east three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey areas within South Miami Heights.
groundwater from the saline Boulder Zone upward into the Upper Floridan aquifer (fig. 2), which the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (2013) designated an underground source of drinking water.

This report provides a preliminary interpretation of the three-dimensional (3D) seismic data to improve existing knowledge about the spatial distribution of vertical cross-formational fluid-flow pathways in the Floridan aquifer system that are likely present within the South Miami Heights study area (fig. 1). Maps of four seismic horizons, seismic data volumes, and seismic profiles are presented that provide information essential to subsurface hazard assessment, regional water-resource management, and planning for construction of the proposed South Miami Heights water treatment plant. Research on the hydrogeology, sequence stratigraphy, structure, and buried karst features of the carbonate rocks composing much of the Floridan aquifer system (fig. 2) in southeastern Florida is supported by this presentation of seismic data. A statistical approach to neural network imaging of karst systems that used the South Miami Heights 3D seismic data (Ebuna and others, 2018) provides further characterization of the karst system within the carbonate rocks of the Floridan aquifer system in the study area.

Methods

Twelve seismic horizon structural altitude maps, eight 3D seismic data volumes, and four interpreted seismic profiles were produced for this study using several types of data. The data types include (1) 3D, high-resolution, multichannel, seismic data; (2) geophysical log data from 5 test wells and 1 test corehole (G-3979, G-3982, G-3983, G-3984, G-3986, and G-3990; table 1; fig. 1); (3) 7 feet (ft) of optical borehole-wall image data from the G-3990 test well (table 2); and (4) a single synthetic seismogram constructed using sonic log data acquired from the G-3990 test well (table 1; figs. 1, 2).

Seismic Data Acquisition, Processing, and Interpretation

During June–August 2015, Walker Marine Geophysical Company acquired high-resolution, multichannel, 3D seismic-reflection data over a 3.4-mi² area using a single mobile Inova Univib seismic vibrator (fig. 3) and Geospace GCX1 autonomous nodal receivers (fig. 4) to produce two 3D seismic surveys in a densely populated suburban area of southeastern Miami-Dade County (fig. 1). The seismic data are owned by Miami-Dade Water and Sewer Department. The vibroseis method used to acquire these seismic data is well documented (for example, Chapman and others, 1981; Baeten, 1989). One seismic survey acquisition area, designated the west South Miami Heights seismic survey, covers 0.99 mi² (fig. 5) and the second survey acquisition area, designated the east South Miami Heights seismic survey, covers a 2.41-mi² area (fig. 6). The west South Miami Heights seismic survey contained 318 active nodal receivers and 602 acoustic source locations (fig. 5), also known as vibrator points. The east South Miami Heights seismic survey contained 697 active nodal receivers and 1,629 vibrator points (fig. 6). During seismic data processing, each of the two seismic surveys were divided into rows and columns of square bins that served as electronic containers for digital information, analogous to pixels in the image sensor of a digital camera. The dimensions of each bin measured 82.5 by 82.5 ft and were selected as one-half the distance of the 165-ft nodal receiver spacing. In the processing of seismic traces, the total number of bins produced 52 east-west oriented inline and 52 north-south oriented crossline seismic profiles for the west South Miami Heights seismic survey (figs. 1, 5), and 59 inlines and 108 crosslines for the east South Miami Heights seismic survey (figs. 1, 6). The Inova Univib vibrator was configured at 26,000 peak pound-force, but was operated at 60 to 70 percent of that force. Seismic data were acquired at a 4-kilohertz (kHz) sample rate.

Walker Marine Geophysical Company provided quality-control and quality-assurance of the seismic data and delivered the data to Excel Geophysical Services for final processing, stacking, and migration. The processed zero-time datums of both seismic surveys is relative to the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD 88). The generalized processing steps applied to the acquired data included resampling data to 2 kHz at 0.5-millisecond (ms) intervals, auto-gain control, velocity analysis, normal move out, muting, datum statics, residual and trim statics, common mid-point stacking, deconvolution, and time migration. The data acquired at 4 kHz were resampled at 2 kHz to reduce processing cost; the processing was sensitive to assuring that the reduction in sampling did not also cause a decrease in data quality. For data having substantial high-frequency noise, however, a lower band-pass frequency was used to reduce the high-frequency noise and improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Figure 7 shows a typical frequency versus amplitude spectrum for the seismic surveys.

The interpretation of seismic data for this study mainly involved the identification and characterization of seismic-reflection termination, configuration, continuity, and amplitude produced by sedimentary strata (Mitchum and others, 1977), and of seismic attributes generated by seismic interpretation software. The seismic stratigraphy developed for the Eocene to Pleistocene strata of Broward County by Cunningham and others (2018) was used as the fundamental seismic-sequence framework for the study area.

Synthetic Seismogram

A synthetic seismogram is a one-dimensional (1D) model of acoustic energy traveling through the stratum of the Earth and is displayed as a waveform (fig. 2). A single synthetic seismogram was produced from borehole-compensated
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth, in ft below land surface</th>
<th>Gamma</th>
<th>Geophysical log data</th>
<th>Sonic, DT</th>
<th>Synthetic seismogram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>GAP</td>
<td>ILD</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seismic horizon</th>
<th>Seismic sequence</th>
<th>Depositional sequence</th>
<th>Epoch</th>
<th>Geologic Unit</th>
<th>Hydrogeologic unit</th>
<th>Study are a interval-velocity function</th>
<th>Seismic horizons picked on seismic profiles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ar7</td>
<td>SS PR2</td>
<td>Late Miocene</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ICU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar6</td>
<td>SS Ar7</td>
<td>Early to middle Miocene</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar5</td>
<td>SS Ar6</td>
<td>Late Miocene</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar4</td>
<td>SS Ar5</td>
<td>Early Miocene</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP3</td>
<td>SS AP3</td>
<td>Early Eocene</td>
<td></td>
<td>Avon Park</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP2</td>
<td>SS AP2</td>
<td>Middle Eocene</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP1</td>
<td>SS AP1</td>
<td>Late Eocene</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Includes permeable zones and semi-confining units
- Late Miocene
- Early Miocene
- Middle Eocene
- Early Eocene
- Paleocene
- Late Eocene
- Late Oligocene
- Early Oligocene
- Early Miocene
- Early Eocene
- Paleocene
Table 1. Identifiers, locations, and other information for all wells used in the study.

[Geophysical log data acquired from the six wells listed are owned by Miami-Dade County and are not archived in a data release. Horizontal coordinates referenced to North American Datum of 1983. USGS, U.S. Geological Survey]
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Table 2. Information for optical borehole-wall image data acquired at test well G-3990.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>Collection information</th>
<th>Logging tool information</th>
<th>Measured values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image collected at 900 turn rate and 0.0014 single rate.</td>
<td>NWIS site number</td>
<td>Log date</td>
<td>Log category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factory</td>
<td>Log measuring start point (feet)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Land surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factory</td>
<td>Log measuring end point (feet)</td>
<td>1.709</td>
<td>Land surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151101 ALT-Advanced Logic Technology QL40-OBI-2G 4/28/2015 12:00 a.m.</td>
<td>Serial number</td>
<td>Manufacturer Model</td>
<td>Calibration date and time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253417080224102 1/31/17</td>
<td>Calibration date</td>
<td>0.00 Factory Image collected at 900 turn rate and 0.0014 single rate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical televiewer</td>
<td>Calibration description</td>
<td>12:00 a.m. Factory Image collected at 900 turn rate and 0.0014 single rate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USGS</td>
<td>1,705</td>
<td>QL40-OBI-2G 4/28/2015 12:00 a.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Inova Univib vibrator used in acquisition of the three-dimensional (3D) seismic surveys for this study.

Figure 4. Geospace GCX1 autonomous nodal receivers used for the acquisition of the three-dimensional (3D) seismic surveys for this study.

Sonic log data acquired by the Miami-Dade Water and Sewer Department at the deepest test well (G-3990) in the study area (fig. 1). The sonic log data were converted to a synthetic seismic waveform and a time-depth curve using the synthetic-seismogram production module SynPAK in the IHS Kingdom seismic and geological interpretation software. The synthetic seismic waveform was used to directly match specific seismic horizons on seismic profiles to key subsurface stratigraphic markers identified in the 1D geophysical log data collected from the G-3990 test well (fig. 2).

Interval-Velocity Function

The study area interval-velocity function comprises five interval velocities (that is, average seismic velocities calculated for each depth-interval thickness) at the G-3990 test well (fig. 2). From bottom to top, the five interval velocities were calculated between the following: the total depth of the G-3990 test well and seismic horizon O1, seismic horizons O1 and O3, seismic horizons O3 and AP1, seismic
**Figure 5.** Configuration of vibrator points and autonomous nodal receivers at the west South Miami Heights three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey areas (fig. 1). The aerial imagery was used to show the dense suburban environment where the seismic reflection survey was completed.
Figure 6. Configuration of vibrator points and autonomous nodal seismic receivers at the east South Miami Heights three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey areas (fig. 1). The aerial imagery was used to show the dense suburban environment where the seismic reflection survey was completed.
Horizon Maps, Seismic-Data Volumes, and Fault Mapping

In creating the horizon maps for the South Miami Heights study area, the first task was to identify the four major seismic horizons of the Oldsmar and Avon Park Formations mapped by Cunningham and others (2018) in a Broward County seismic study with the exception of seismic horizon AP2 (fig. 2). Two steps were used to identify the four seismic horizons—O1, O3, AP1, and AP3 (fig. 2)—in the study area. First, the seismic stratigraphy of Cunningham and others (2018) was correlated with the seismic stratigraphy at the west and east South Miami Heights 3D seismic surveys. Second, the reflection patterns produced from the seismic surveys were matched to geophysical log data and the synthetic seismogram from the G-3990 test well (fig. 2). Each of the four seismic horizons corresponds, or nearly corresponds, to the key seismic sequence boundaries and depositional sequence boundaries O1, O3, AP1, and AP3 (fig. 2). The open-source OpendTect seismic interpretation software was used for “picking” (a process of interpreting and gathering seismic horizon data) from the four seismic horizons (O1, O3, AP1, and AP3, fig. 2) to construct four time-structure maps for both the west and east South Miami Heights seismic surveys; consequently, a total of eight time-structure maps were produced. These maps, displayed in acoustic two-way traveltime, were used as the upper bounding surface on eight seismic volumes generated in OpendTect for the west and east South Miami Heights 3D seismic surveys (fig. 1). In addition, the eight time-structure maps were next
imported into the ROXAR (Emerson, St. Louis, Missouri) reservoir management software (RMS). ROXAR RMS was utilized to convert the time-structure maps to structural altitude maps relative to the NAVD 88 datum and using the calculated interval velocities, expressed in feet per second, at the G-3990 test well (table 3). Three visualization formats were used to display 12 ROXAR-RMS-produced structural altitude maps created for the west and east South Miami Heights seismic surveys. The three visualization formats are (1) a two-dimensional (2D) structural altitude map, (2) a 2D structural altitude map with a transparent Google Map overlay, and (3) a 3D structural altitude map. Lastly, each of the eight time-structure maps were simply used as the upper bounding surface on eight seismic volumes generated in OpendTect for the west and east South Miami Heights 3D seismic surveys. The mapping of highly probable locations for faults was achieved using the OpendTect Faults & Fractures plugin. This plugin is an image processing algorithm used to produce a thinned-fault-likelihood attribute that is displayed as a fault-trace image on the mapped seismic horizon surfaces and vertical seismic profiles within the OpendTect software environment. For this study, as a final step in the production of structural altitude maps, traces of the thinned-fault-likelihood attribute were projected and traced as faults onto eight of the 2D structural altitude maps within the Adobe Illustrator CC graphical software environment. The tracing of the faults onto the eight structural altitude maps was only done for the two types of maps, the two-dimensional (2D) structural altitude maps and the 2D structural altitude maps with a transparent Google Map overlay. Furthermore, the thinned-fault-likelihood attribute was displayed on the eight seismic volumes within the OpendTect software environment.

Preliminary Seismic Characterization of Karst

Twelve structural altitude maps, eight seismic data volumes, and four seismic profiles are presented in this preliminary seismic characterization of karst in the Floridan aquifer system of the study area. The maps, data volumes, and profiles provide visualizations that were used to characterize the karst with an emphasis on columniform seismic-sag structures (compare to “circular sag structures” of McDonnell and others, 2007, p. 1296) and bead-string reflections (Rao and Wang, 2015).

Numerous vertical and semivertical columniform seismic-sag structures have been identified on seismic profiles from many carbonate provinces worldwide (Popenoe and others, 1984; Hardage and others, 1996; Kindinger and others, 1999; Spechler, 2001; Heubeck and others, 2004; McDonnell and others, 2007; Cunningham and Walker, 2009; Hine and others, 2009; Betzler and others, 2011; Sun and others, 2013; Barnett and others, 2015; Cunningham, 2015; Burberry and others, 2016; Cunningham and others, 2018). These seismic structures imaged within carbonate reservoirs have also been called chimneys (Betzler and others, 2011) and pipes (Sun and others, 2013; Chen and others, 2015). In southeastern Florida, Cunningham and Walker (2009) first described the presence of buried, vertical, columniform seismic-sag structures on seismic profiles acquired in Biscayne Bay. The physical manifestation of the seismic-sag structures as columniform karst-collapse structures could have an impact on potential cross-formational fluid flow within the carbonate rocks of the Floridan aquifer system (fig. 2). Small, anomalous bead-string reflections on seismic profiles of the Tarim Basin in northwestern China have been reported as evidence for seismic-scale caves, collapsed caves, or caves filled with sediment (Zeng and others, 2011a, b; Zhiqian and Taliang, 2015; Rao and Wang, 2015; Xu and others, 2016; Liu and Wang, 2017; Zhu and others, 2017). Similar anomalous bead-string reflections have been identified on some of the seismic profiles from the west and east South Miami Heights 3D seismic surveys (fig. 1) and are also interpreted to represent seismic-scale caves or paleocaves (Klimchouk and Ford, 2000; Osborne, 2000). Paleocaves are caves that have lost their mass transport function; that is, they are decoupled from the present hydrogeochemical system (Klimchouk and Ford, 2000). Identification of caves on seismic profiles is important, because they could affect, at least locally, the groundwater flow system of the Floridan aquifer system in southeastern Florida. It has been suggested that caves are an important part of carbonate petroleum reservoir systems in the Tarim Basin (Zeng and others, 2011a, b; Zhiqian and Taliang, 2015; Xu and others, 2016; Liu and Wang, 2017; Zhu and others, 2017). At the study area, in some cases, sagging seismic reflections overlying bead-string reflections suggest the caves have collapsed, and elsewhere, where no overlying seismic-reflection sag is present, it is possible the cave cavities or sediment-filled cave cavities are intact. Because it is not known whether the bead-string reflections, in all cases, represent collapsed caves, sediment-filled caves, or intact cave cavities, the anomalies will be referred to herein simply as “caves,” indicated with quotation marks.

For the shallow-marine cyclic carbonate strata of the Floridan aquifer system in southeastern Florida, Cunningham and others (2018) reported that commonly, at several hierarchical scales, the upper part of depositional cycles, are characterized by higher permeability, as compared to the lower part of the cycles. The higher permeability located at the uppermost part of cycles is generally produced by subaerial exposure at the upper boundaries of cycles and the associated formation of secondary porosity by epigenic karst (compare to Budd and others, 1995); that is, the acidic dissolution of carbonate rock (in this case) by water recharged from the surface (Klimchouk and Ford, 2000). The upper boundaries of the seismic sequences and depositional sequences O1, O3, AP1, and AP3 (fig. 2) correspond to the upper surface, or approximate the upper surface, of four major permeable units present within the Floridan aquifer system in southeastern Florida: the Boulder Zone, the uppermost permeable zone...
of the Lower Floridan aquifer, and the Avon Park permeable zone, and to a greater extent, an approximation of the top of the Upper Floridan aquifer, respectively (fig. 2). The upper boundaries of the seismic sequences O1, O3, AP1, and AP3 are equivalent, or approximately equivalent, to the seismic horizons O1, O3, AP1, and AP3 (fig. 2). In this section, maps of the four seismic horizons are presented and described, and the seismic and karst characteristics of the seismic-sag structures and bead-string reflections in the study area are described.

Seismic Sequence O1

The structural altitude maps and time-structure maps shown in figures 8-12 were generated for seismic horizon O1, which is equivalent or generally equivalent to the tops of seismic sequence O1, depositional sequence O1, and the highly permeable Boulder Zone (fig. 2). The maps of the seismic horizon O1 show that the paleotopography of the upper bounding surface of seismic sequence O1 is rugged and disturbed because of karst collapse, faulting, and fracturing at and below the surface (figs. 8-12). These processes are mainly attributed to intense early Eocene epigenic and later-stage hypogenic karstification. Seismic-sag structures typically manifest as structural depressions with a semicircular-planform shape commonly trending along fault-trace images (figs. 9, 11, 12). The lower part of the seismic-sag structures exhibits an area of cave collapse or cave stopping (upward void migration caused primarily by the mechanical process of ceiling collapse, Field, 2002; Hess, 2005) or both; for example, the lower part of seismic-sag structure S3 in figure 13. The upper zone is characterized by vertically stacked, concave-upward arrangements of generally parallel seismic-reflection patterns that typically extend upward from the lower zone of more sagging, disturbed, or chaotic seismic reflections (Fig. 13). As discussed later, bead-string reflections or evidence for “caves” are typically associated with the columniform seismic-sag structures and faults, such as at the seismic-sag structures S14 and S15 (fig. 14). The roots of the columniform seismic-sag structures typically are within seismic sequence O1, or in some cases, possibly below it (figs. 13, 14). Because of decreasing seismic resolution with depth, the inferred locations for the roots of the deeper collapses are tentative. The columniform seismic-sag structures labeled in figure 8 almost all unambiguously extend upward beyond the top of seismic sequences O1 and O3. Seismic-sag structures rooted in O1 or below and that extend upward past the upper boundary of seismic sequences AP1, or beyond, such as seismic-sag structure S3 in figure 13, were produced during deep-burial cave collapse or cave stopping or both (Field, 2002; Hess, 2005), and consequent subsidence and sag of an overlying column of overburden (compare to, Zuo and others, 2009). The extreme height of some of the columnar structures (as much as 2,700 ft) suggests a long-term interplay between collapse, stoping, columnar subsidence, and hypogenic karstification within the columns. Similar hypogenic karst has also been documented in the carbonate rocks of the Floridan aquifer system in Broward County (fig. 14) by Cunningham and others (2018). Some seismic structures that show collapse do not extend upward beyond the upper boundary of seismic horizon O1. These structures presumably formed entirely during subaerial exposure of the upper boundary of depositional sequence O1 and are a result of epigenic karstification.

In figures 11 and 12, the respective seismic data volumes of the west and east South Miami Heights seismic surveys show an abundance of fault-trace images of the thinned-fault-likelihood attribute within seismic sequence O1. The fault-trace images of the thinned-fault-likelihood attribute and, commonly, locations where they intersect (figs. 11, 12) are typically associated with structural lows related to karst collapse, suggesting faults likely concentrate fluid flow related to karst dissolution of the carbonate rock. Faults and fractures related to karst collapse are also confirmed to be common within the dolomite and limestone of depositional sequence O1 by borehole image data from test well G-3990 (for example, fig. 13C).

Seismic Sequence O3

The structural altitude maps and time-structure maps shown in figures 15-19 were generated for seismic horizon O3, which is equivalent or generally equivalent to the tops of seismic sequence O3, depositional sequence O3, and the uppermost major permeable zone of the Lower Floridan aquifer (fig. 2). As with the upper surface of seismic sequence O1, the upper surface of seismic sequence O3 is rugged because of collapse, faulting, and fracturing at and below the surface (figs. 15-19). These processes are interpreted to be mainly associated with intense early Eocene epigenic and later-stage hypogenic karstification. Seismic-sag structures S1 to S20 at the upper surface of the seismic sequence O3 (fig. 15) commonly trend along fault-trace images produced by the thinned-fault-likelihood attribute. A semicircular planform shape common to the area of sag width (“where the shape of the subsidence profile changes from concave to convex,” McDonnell and others, 2007) of the seismic-sag structures is represented in horizontal similarity slices of the seismic data volumes (for example, figs. 13D and 14B, C). The low similarity-attribute rings outlining the outer diameter (indicated by red circles in figs. 13D and 14B, C) of the sag-width areas in the similarity slices in figures 13D and 14B, C are coincident with faults (yellow lines on figs. 13D and 14B, C). This relationship between low similarity rings on similarity slices and faults on seismic profiles indicates that it is common for ring faults (Berton and Cartwright, 2005) to occur within seismic-sag structures and to bound pipe-like structures within the lower part of many seismic-sag structures, such as in seismic-sag structures S14 and S15 in figure 14. Similar relationships between semicircular, low continuity and coherency attributes and columniform karst-collapse structures have been identified in other ancient carbonate platforms (Zeng and others, 2011a, fig. 13; Sun and others, 2013). Cave-roof stoping (Waltham, 2002) may well play a role in the formation of the South Miami Heights pipe-like structures.
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Figure 8. Structural altitude maps of seismic horizon O1 at the west and east South Miami Heights three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey areas (fig. 1).
Figure 9. Structural altitude maps of seismic horizon O1 at the west and east South Miami Heights three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey areas (fig. 1) overlain on an aerial image. The aerial imagery is included to show the relationship of the structural altitude map to the dense suburban development in the study area.
As for seismic sequence O1, the upper parts of seismic-sag structures in seismic sequence O3 exhibit vertically stacked, concave-upward arrangements of generally parallel seismic-reflection patterns. The seismic-sag structures extending upward past the upper boundary of seismic sequence O3 are interpreted to have been produced during deep burial by cave collapse or cave stoping or both, and associated overburden subsidence (compare to, Zuo and others, 2009), and later dissolution by chemically aggressive water (Monroe, 1972) during hypogenic cross-formational fluid flow. Structural lows, which are not associated with columniform seismic-sag structures extending upward above seismic horizon O3, are likely related to epigenic karst during subaerial exposure of the depositional sequence boundary O3 and, in some cases, extend downward beyond the top of the seismic horizon O1.

In figures 18 and 19, the respective seismic data volumes of the west and east South Miami Heights seismic surveys show an abundance of fault-trace images of the thinned-fault-likelihood attribute within the seismic sequence O3. The fault-trace images of the thinned-fault-likelihood attribute are somewhat less abundant than those on the depositional sequence O1 seismic data volumes (figs. 11, 12). This difference in abundance reflects a less prominent overprint of epigenic karstification and later stage hypogenic karstification on the carbonate rocks of the seismic sequence O3 compared to the overprint on the carbonate rocks of seismic sequence O1.

**Seismic Sequence AP1**

The structural altitude maps and time-structure maps shown in figures 20-24 were generated for seismic horizon AP1, which is equivalent or generally equivalent to the tops of seismic sequence AP1, depositional sequence AP1, and the Avon Park permeable zone (fig. 2). The maps of the seismic horizon AP1 indicate...
relatively low and broad paleotopographic relief of the upper boundary of seismic sequence AP1 as compared to structural altitude maps of seismic horizons O1 and O3 (figs. 10, 17, 22). Eight seismic-sag structures intersect the top of seismic horizon AP1 (S1-S6, and S18-S19, fig. 20) and each are rooted within seismic sequence O1 or O3, and in some cases possibly deeper. Four of the eight seismic-sag structures terminate upward within the upper part of the Arcadia Formation (for example, fig. 13). The eight seismic-sag structures have produced semicircular structural depressions on the seismic horizon AP1 (fig. 20).

As shown in figures 13 and 25, columniform seismic-sag structure S3 exhibits an upper zone of sagging suprastratal deformation (compare to Loucks, 1999) composed of vertically stacked, concave-upward arrangements of generally parallel seismic-reflection patterns. As discussed later herein (figs. 13, 14, 25), bead-string reflections representing “caves” are present within seismic sequence AP1, and most are associated with faults or columniform seismic-sag structures. The seismic horizon AP1 intersects all the seismic-sag structures shown on figure 20 within the upper zone of sagging suprastratal deformation (for example S3, fig. 13).
Figure 12. Seismic data volume of the west South Miami Heights three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey, including a time-structure map of the seismic horizon O1 as the top surface and the approximate position of seismic horizon CK as the base (fig. 2). The volume approximates an entire thickness of seismic sequence O1 (fig. 2). The west side of the volume is a seismic profile along the inline direction, and the south side is a seismic profile along the crossline direction. Fault-trace images of the thinned-fault-likelihood attribute are shown along the sides and the upper seismic time-structure map.

The spatial density of the fault-trace images of the thinned-fault-likelihood attribute is greater within seismic sequences O1 and O3 (figs. 11, 12, 18, 19) than within seismic sequence AP1 (figs. 23, 24). This difference in the spatial density of fault-trace images reflects a more pronounced seismic-scale overprint of epigenic and hypogenic karst on the carbonate rock of seismic sequences O1 and O3 compared to any karstic overprinting on the carbonate rock of seismic sequence AP1. Although evidence has not been thoroughly investigated, it cannot be ruled out that tectonic stresses, and regional faulting and fracturing could have been more intense following deposition of the lower Eocene Oldsmar Formation (seismic sequences O1-O3) than during and after the middle Eocene. Alternatively, mechanical stratigraphy could play a role in fracture spatial density differences between seismic sequences O1 and O3, and seismic sequence AP1 (Morettini and others, 2005). At a gross scale, brittle deformation is common for dolomite in the Oldsmar Formation but uncommon for limestone in the overlying middle Eocene Avon Park Formation, and thus, the dolomite of the Oldsmar Formation would be more susceptible to fracturing as compared to the limestone of the Avon Park Formation.

Seismic Sequences AP2 and AP3

Overlying the seismic sequence AP1 are the two seismic sequences AP2 and AP3 (fig. 2). The structural altitude maps and time-structure maps shown in figures 26-30 were
Figure 13. Seismic profiles, borehole wall images, and similarity-attribute time slices showing the seismic expression of columniform seismic-sag structures and bead-string reflections (Rao and Wang, 2015) in the South Miami Heights study area. A, Seismic profiles that are part of the east South Miami Heights three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey area (fig. 1). Both profiles are displayed as acoustic-time sections, but a nonlinear altitude scale is also shown. B and C, Optical images of the borehole wall in the G-3990 test well (figs. 1 and 2). D, A similarity-attribute time slice that intersects inline 32 at W–W' and crossline 70 at X–X'.
Figure 14. Seismic profile and similarity-attribute time slices showing the seismic expression of columniform seismic-sag structures and bead-string reflections (Rao and Wang, 2015) in the east South Miami Heights study area. A, Seismic profile that is part of the east South Miami Heights three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey area (fig. 1). The profile is displayed as an acoustic-time section, but a nonlinear altitude scale is also shown. B and C, Similarity-attribute time slices that intersect inline 20 at Y'–Y" and at Z–Z'.
Figure 15. Structural altitude maps of seismic horizon O3 at the west and east South Miami Heights three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey areas (fig. 1).
Figure 16. Structural altitude maps of seismic horizon O3 at the west and east South Miami Heights three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey areas (fig. 1) overlain on an aerial image. The aerial imagery is included to show the relationship of the structural altitude map to the dense suburban development in the study area.
generated for seismic horizon AP3, which is equivalent or generally equivalent to the tops of seismic sequence AP3 and depositional sequence AP3, and to a greater extent, an approximation of top of the Upper Floridan aquifer (fig. 2). The mapping of seismic horizon AP3 indicates relatively low and broad paleotopographic relief compared to that of the upper surfaces of seismic sequences O1 and O3 (figs. 10, 17, 28). The upper bounding surface of depositional sequence AP3 (fig. 2) has up to 0.7 ft of borehole-scale erosional paleotopographic relief, based on borehole wall images acquired from the G-3990 test well (fig. 1). The four seismic-sag structures identified in seismic horizon AP3 (S1-S4, fig. 26) are each rooted within seismic sequence O1 or O3, and in some cases possibly deeper, and extend upward beyond the top of seismic sequence AP3 to terminate within the upper part of the Arcadia Formation (for example, fig. 13). Like the seismic reflections of the seismic sequence AP1, those of seismic sequences AP2 and AP3 have a lower spatial density of fault-trace images of the thinned-fault likelihood attribute (figs. 29, 30) than the seismic reflections representative of the Oldsmar Formation (figs. 11, 12, 18, 19).

**Columniform Seismic-Sag Structures**

In the South Miami Heights study area, columniform seismic-sag structures are typically composed of two different seismic facies; namely, a lower and upper seismic facies. The lower seismic facies is characterized by parallel sagging, distorted, or chaotic reflection configurations. In many instances, the parallel reflections show offset in reflection
terminations along the outer diameter of the column; the offset is indicative of faults (figs. 13, 14, 25). In some cases, anomalous bead-string reflections are present within the lower seismic facies and are interpreted as seismic-scale “caves.” The lower seismic facies is interpreted to represent a columnar volume of intense karstification composed of collapsed “caves” (many may be the result of stoping), faults, and fractures. Presumably, the lower seismic facies is a columnar volume of high permeability. The upper seismic facies is composed entirely or almost entirely of continuous, parallel, sagging reflection configurations that stack vertically (figs. 13, 25). The dip of these sagging suprastratal reflections decreases upward toward the uppermost altitude and termination of the sag column. The upper seismic facies, in some cases, may also show offset in reflection terminations indicating faults along the outer diameter of the column. The upper seismic facies is interpreted to represent an area of sagging suprastratal deformation having little or no faulting, fracturing, and “caves,” and to be the result of columnar overburden subsidence into accommodation space created by “cave” collapse or stoping or both, in the rocks of the lower seismic facies (compare to Loucks, 1999). The upper seismic facies is likely to have a lower permeability compared to the lower seismic facies. This interpreted difference in
Figures 19. Seismic data volume of the west South Miami Heights three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey, including a time-structure map of the seismic horizon O3 as the top surface and a time-structure map of seismic horizon O1 as the base (fig. 2). The volume includes an entire thickness of seismic sequence O3 (fig. 2). The west side of the volume is a seismic profile along the inline direction, and the south side is a seismic profile along a crossline direction. Fault-trace images of the thinned-fault-likelihood attribute are shown along the sides and the upper seismic time-structure map.

Permeability between the rocks of the two seismic facies is inferred to be due to greater carbonate rock dissolution by chemically aggressive water and mechanical failure within the rocks of the lower seismic facies as compared to likely ductile sagging deformation within the rocks of the upper seismic facies characterized by sagging suprastratal deformation (fig. 13, seismic sag S3). The lower seismic facies only extends upward into a lower part of the Avon Park Formation below the top of depositional sequence AP1 or the top of the Avon Park permeable zone (figs. 13, 14, 25). Thus, there may be relatively higher potential for the karst-collapse structures to provide cross-formational fluid migration upward from the Boulder Zone into the lower part of the middle confining unit 2 as compared to a lower potential for cross-formational fluid migration from the upper part of the middle confining unit 2 upward to the Upper Floridan aquifer.

The seismic-reflection character and a horizontal similarity slice of a columniform seismic-sag structure is shown for S3 at the intersection of inline 32 and crossline 70 in figure 13A, D. The uppermost vertical extent of the seismic-sag structure S3 is at an acoustic two-way traveltime of about 215 ms and is in the lower part of the seismic sequences Ar5-6 (fig. 13A). Within the study area, the shallowest upper termination for a seismic-sag structure is
Figure 20. Structural altitude maps of the seismic horizon AP1 at the west and east South Miami Heights three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey area (fig. 1).
**Figure 21.** Structural altitude maps of seismic horizon AP1 at the west and east South Miami Heights three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey areas (fig. 1) overlain on an aerial image. The aerial imagery is included to show the relationship of the structural altitude map to the dense suburban development in the study area.
at sag structure S2 (fig. 26), where the uppermost vertical extent of the structure is at about 20 ms below the top of seismic sequence Ar7. The lowermost vertical extent of the columniform seismic-sag structure S3 is at an acoustic two-way travelt ime of about 725 ms and is about 60 ms acoustic two-way travelt ime below the seismic horizon O1 or perhaps deeper. The seismic-sag structure S3 is composed of a lower seismic facies of sagging continuous to disturbed or chaotic seismic reflections and an overlying upper seismic facies of seismic reflections exhibiting vertically stacked, concave-upward arrangements of generally parallel continuous seismic-reflection configurations (fig. 13). The lower seismic facies is interpreted to be a zone of intense karst collapse and the upper seismic facies is interpreted to be a zone of sagging suprastratal deformation. The total height of the seismic-sag structure S3 is about 2,300 ft, and the width of the seismic-sag structure at the level of the seismic horizon O3 is about 2,200 ft. The karst collapse occurred in the mesogenetic burial zone (Choquette and Pray, 1970), below depths where hydrologic processes related to the surface are effective, and during a time concurrent with deposition of the upper part of the Arcadia Formation or later. This is a span of time that includes the early to middle Miocene or later (fig. 2; Guertin and others, 2000; Cunningham and others, 2001, 2003). The production of the columniform karst-collapse structures is related to cave collapse and (or) stoping in carbonate rocks of the early Eocene Oldsmar Formation and the subsequent subsidence of columns of overburden (compare to Zuo and others, 2009). Hypogenic cross-formational flow of chemically aggressive water and dissolution of the limestone in the lower part of the Avon Park Formation is suggested by bead-string reflections (“caves”) along faults and within the upper part of the lower seismic facies of seismic-sag structures (figs. 13, 14, 25).

In figure 25, the uppermost vertical extent of columniform seismic-sag structure S16 is at an acoustic...
Figure 23. Seismic data volume of the east South Miami Heights three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey, including a time-structure map of the seismic horizon AP1 as the top surface and a time-structure map of seismic horizon O3 as the base (fig. 2). The volume includes an entire thickness of seismic sequence AP1 (fig. 2). The west side of the volume is a seismic profile along the inline direction, and the south side is a seismic profile along the crossline direction. Fault-trace images of the thinned-fault-likelihood attribute are shown along the sides and the upper seismic time-structure map.
Figure 24. Seismic data volume of the west South Miami Heights three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey, including a time-structure map of the seismic horizon AP1 as the top surface and a time-structure map of seismic horizon O3 as the base (fig. 2). The volume includes an entire thickness of seismic sequence AP1 (fig. 2). The west side of the volume is a seismic profile along the inline direction, and the south side is a seismic profile along the crossline direction. Fault-trace images of the thinned-fault-likelihood attribute are shown along the sides and the upper seismic time-structure map.
Figure 25. Seismic profiles showing the seismic expression of columniform seismic-sag structures S3 and S16 and bead-string reflections (Rao and Wang, 2015) in the east South Miami Heights three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey area (fig. 1). Both profiles are displayed as acoustic-time sections, but a nonlinear depth scale is also shown. The bead-string reflections, especially above horizon O3, likely indicate “caves” related to hypogenic karst.
Figure 26. Structural altitude maps of the seismic horizon AP3 at the west and east South Miami Heights three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey areas (fig. 1).
Figure 27. Structural altitude maps of seismic horizon AP3 at the west and east South Miami Heights three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey areas (fig. 1) overlain on an aerial image. The aerial imagery is included to show the relationship of the structural altitude map to the dense suburban development in the study area.
two-way traveltime of about 485 ms and at about 70 ms acoustic two-way traveltime below the seismic horizon AP1. The lowermost vertical extent of the columniform seismic-sag structure is at an acoustic two-way traveltime of about 720 ms and at about 65 ms acoustic two-way traveltime below the seismic horizon O1, or perhaps deeper. Unlike columniform seismic-sag structure S3 in figure 13, seismic-sag structure S16 (fig. 25) is composed mostly of disturbed or chaotic seismic reflections on crossline 13 (fig. 25) and mostly disturbed sagging to chaotic reflections on inline 32 (fig. 25). Columniform seismic-sag structure S16 is interpreted as a zone of intense karstification that includes sagging strata, fractures, faults, and at least one instance of a “cave” (fig. 25). The total height of this columniform seismic-sag structure is about 1,200 ft, and the maximum width is about 1,900 ft at the level of seismic horizon O3. The uppermost termination of the S16 structure within rock in the lower part of the Avon Park Formation indicates the deformation of the structure occurred within in the mesogenetic zone during the middle Eocene (fig. 2) or later.

**Seismic-Scale “Caves”**

At South Miami Heights, bead-string reflections are considered indicators of seismic-scale “caves.” The bead-string reflections in the study area typically are present along vertical faults (fig. 31), and in many instances, there is also an association with columniform seismic-sag structures (figs. 13, 14, 25). In some cases, they appear to be indicators of hypogenic karst (Zhu and others, 2017), especially where the bead strings shown are within or near sagging suprastratal reflections of columniform seismic-sag structures that formed in the mesogenetic burial zone (fig. 14). The bead-string reflections indicating “caves” in the lower to middle part of the
Figure 29. Seismic data volume of the east South Miami Heights three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey, including a time-structure map of the seismic horizon AP3 as the top surface and a time-structure map of seismic horizon AP1 as the base (fig. 2). The volume includes an entire thickness of seismic sequences AP2 and AP3 (fig. 2). The west side of the volume is a seismic profile along the inline direction, and the south side is a seismic profile along the crossline direction. Fault-trace images of the thinned-fault-likelihood attribute are shown along the sides and the upper seismic time-structure map.
Figure 30. Seismic data volume of the west South Miami Heights three-dimensional (3D) seismic survey, including a
time-structure map of the seismic horizon AP3 as the top surface and a time-structure map of seismic horizon AP1 as the base (fig.
2). The volume includes an entire thickness of seismic sequences AP2 and AP3 (fig. 2). The west side of the volume is a seismic
profile along the inline direction, and the south side is a seismic profile along the crossline direction. Fault-trace images of the
thinned-fault-likelihood attribute are shown along the sides and the upper seismic time-structure map.
Avon Park Formation (fig. 14) are suggested to have formed by movement of chemically aggressive water upward along faults after formation of the seismic sags; lateral transfer of the aggressive water into horizontal, permeable fluid-carrier beds cut by the faults; and lastly, formation of thick assemblages of fabric-selective vuggy megaporosity (Choquette and Pray, 1970 and “caves” by dissolution (Zhu and others, 2017). In the study area, the largest “cave” measured about 690 ft in width and about 210 ft in height, whereas the smallest “caves” measured about 190 ft in width and about 15 ft in height. These findings suggest that these minimum dimensions are the approximate lower limit needed for cave detection within the seismic data from the South Miami Heights study area.

**Summary and Conclusions**

Two three-dimensional seismic surveys over a surface area of 3.4 square miles were acquired in southeastern Miami-Dade County during June–August 2015 as part of an ongoing broad regional investigation by the U.S. Geological Survey and Miami-Dade Water and Sewer Department that includes mapping and karst characterization of the Floridan aquifer system in southeastern Florida. The seismic data were collected in a densely populated suburban setting using a vibroseis source and autonomous nodal receivers. This report presents 12 structural altitude maps of four seismic horizons, eight seismic data volumes that each include a time-structure map as the top surface, and four seismic profiles. The four seismic horizons are equivalent, or nearly equivalent, to the upper boundaries of seismic sequences and depositional sequences O1, O3, AP1, and AP3. In addition, the upper boundaries of the seismic sequences and depositional sequences O1, O3, AP1, and AP3 are equivalent, or nearly equivalent, to the tops of the Boulder Zone, uppermost major permeable zone of the Lower Floridan aquifer, Avon Park permeable zone, and Upper Floridan aquifer, respectively.

Computer-generated images of a thinned-fault-likelihood attribute are shown on eight of the structural altitude maps and all seismic data volumes. These fault-trace images indicate the likely presence for high-angle faults is greatest in the early Eocene shallow-marine carbonate (Oldsmar Formation) of the Lower Floridan aquifer, as compared to the overlying middle Eocene shallow-marine carbonate (Avon Park Formation) of the Floridan aquifer system. This difference reflects greater epigenic karstification during the early Eocene as compared to the middle Eocene, greater brittle deformation in the form of faulting and fracturing in the early Eocene rocks relative to middle Eocene rocks, and possibly greater tectonic
overprinting of the early Eocene rocks as compared to the middle Eocene rocks. The high-probability fault traces show where there is potential for high permeability fluid-flow passageways, probably with the highest concentration of flow where fault traces intersect. The mapping of these high-probability fault traces indicates a much higher probability of vertical cross-formational fluid flow along faults and fractures in the rocks of the Lower Floridan aquifer than in the overlying part of the Floridan aquifer system. The same relationship has also been reported for two-dimensional seismic profiles in eastern Broward County.

Twenty columniform seismic-sag structures were identified in the seismic data from the study area. The roots of fifteen of the columniform karst-collapse structures are mostly concentrated in the carbonate rock of the Oldsmar Formation, which is equivalent to the Boulder Zone, or in some cases deeper. The remaining five structures are rooted in the upper part of the Oldsmar Formation that is above the Boulder Zone. The upper termination of the twenty columniform karst-collapse structures ranges from the lower part of the Avon Park Formation (middle confining unit 2) to an upper part of the early to middle Miocene Arcadia Formation (middle part of the intermediate confining unit). The seismic-sag structures commonly consist of a lower and an upper seismic facies. The lower seismic facies is characterized by parallel sagging to chaotic reflection configurations and common anomalous bright spots called bead-string reflections, where the sagging to chaotic reflection configurations and bead-string reflections represent karst collapse and seismic-scale caves or paleocaves, respectively. Presumably, the lower seismic facies is a columnar volume of high permeability. The upper seismic facies is characterized entirely, or almost entirely, of continuous parallel reflection configurations that stack vertically and have a sagging reflection geometry. Seismic-scale caves, faults, and fractures are much less likely to be present in the upper seismic facies. The upper seismic facies is likely to have a lower permeability compared to the lower seismic facies. The lower seismic facies extends upward only into a lower part of the Avon Park Formation below the top of depositional sequence AP1 or the top of the Avon Park permeable zone. Thus, there may be relatively higher potential for the columniform karst-collapse structures to provide cross-formational fluid migration upward from the Boulder Zone into the lower part of the middle confining unit 2 as compared to a lower potential for cross-formational fluid migration from the upper part of the middle confining unit 2 further upward to the Upper Floridan aquifer.

The columniform karst-collapse structures are considered to have formed in the mesogenetic burial zone during the middle Eocene to middle Miocene or later. The structures formed by means of cave collapse or stopping or both, and consequent subsidence and sag of an overlying column of strata after burial. The extreme height of the columnar sagging overburden, as great as 2,700 ft, suggests a long-term interplay between collapse and hypogenic karstification within the columniform structures.
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